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Executive Summary 
This report presents the results of an archaeological and architectural heritage impact 
assessment of a proposed residential development within the former Cork Warehouse Company 
property on Centre Park Road within the South Docks area of Cork city. The assessment was 
based on a programme of desktop research followed by an inspection of the proposed 
development location.  
 
There are no recorded archaeological sites located with the proposed development site and the 
only example within a study area extending for 500m from its boundary comprises an early 
medieval souterrain (CO074-064----) located 390m to the south. The proposed development is 
located 2.1km to the east of the medieval core of the city and it is not located within, or in the 
environs of, the Cork City Council’s zone of archaeological potential.  
 
There are no Protected Structures, or structures listed by the National Inventory of Architectural 
Heritage (NIAH) located within the proposed development site, and the nearest example is 
Chiplee House (PS 513) which is located 240m to the south. The site is not located within an 
Architectural Conservation Area (ACA) and the nearest example is the Former Ford Factory ACA 
which is located 280m to the northwest.  
 
The desktop study revealed that the location of the proposed development comprised vacant tidal 
slob lands within the River Lee channel until the completion of large-scale 18th and 19th century 
land reclamation works within the area. Archaeological monitoring of ground works within the 
environs of the proposed development site have revealed the presence of deep layers of 
archaeologically sterile, redeposited soils which likely were dredged from the river channel to the 
north and then spread over the slob lands as part of the reclamation works. While the wider area 
was subject to extensive industrial and commercial development during the first half of the 20th 
century, the proposed development site remained as a vacant plot until at least the 1960s. The 
inspection of the site revealed that it contains the partially demolished remains of late 20th 
century warehouses with associated tarmac yards and no features of archaeological or 
architectural heritage significance were observed.  
 
It is concluded that the proposed development will result in no predicted impacts on the recorded 
archaeological and architectural heritage resources. While the archaeological potential of the 
location is considered to be low, the possibility for the presence of sub-surface archaeological 
features cannot be discounted. A programme of archaeological monitoring of the construction 
phase is, therefore, recommended and this complies with published Cork City Council 
archaeological policies for the South Docks area (Cork City Council 2008).  
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1. Introduction 
 
 
John Cronin & Associates have been commissioned by Arup, on behalf of Tiznow Property 
Company Limited (Comer Group Ireland), to prepare an archaeological and architectural heritage 
impact assessment of a proposed residential development within a brown field site (formerly the 
Cork Warehouse Company property) on Centre Park Road, Cork City (Figure 1). This report 
presents the results of the assessment which was based on a programme of desktop research 
combined with an inspection of the proposed development site.  
 
The study area considered for this assessment comprised the internal area of the proposed 
development site combined with the lands extending for 500m in all directions from its boundary. 
The archaeological and historical context for this area was reviewed in order to comply a baseline 
for the location of the proposed development. 
 

 
Figure 1: General location of subject site circled in yellow (Source: Ordnance Survey of Ireland)  
 
Section 2 of the report provides a summary of the methodology utilised during the compilation 
of the impact assessment. Section 3 presents an overview of the relevant legal and planning 
frameworks designed to protect the archaeological and architectural heritage resources which is 
followed by the results of the desktop study and a site inspection that was carried out by an 
archaeologist and a built heritage specialist in November 2021. Extracts from the photographic 
record of the inspection are provided in Appendix 1. Section 4 of the report presents the 
assessment of potential impacts on the archaeological and architectural heritage resources and 
recommended mitigation measures.  
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2. Methodology 
 
 
2.1 Desktop Study  
The assessment commenced with a desktop study which identified all recorded archaeological 
sites and designated architectural heritage structures and areas within the environs of the 
proposed development site and also endeavoured to identify any potential unrecorded features 
of archaeological or architectural heritage significance. The Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) 
and the Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) for County Cork were the principal sources 
consulted for identifying known archaeological sites within the study area. The Record of 
Protected Structures (RPS), Architectural Conservation Areas (ACA) and the National Inventory 
of Architectural Heritage (NIAH) were consulted to assess the designated architectural heritage 
resource. In addition, the following sources were consulted during the desktop study:  
 

 Archaeological Inventory of County Cork Vol. 2: South and East Cork: This publication 
presents summary descriptions of the recorded archaeological sites within this area of 
County Cork. In addition, the current national database (online) resources pertaining to 
same were reviewed on the National Monuments Service’s Historical Environment 
Viewer (www.archaeology.ie) in December 2021. 
 

 Cartographic Sources - The cartographic sources examined included the 1st edition 6-inch 
edition (1830s-40s series) and 25-inch edition (1887-1913 series) Ordnance Survey (OS) 
maps. 
  

 Aerial photography –A review of publicly-accessible aerial photographic sources from the 
1950s onwards was carried out.   
 

 Development Plans - The study area is located within the Cork City Council administrative 
area and the Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021 and the South Docks Local Area Plan 
2008 were consulted as part of the desktop study. The Draft Cork City Development Plan 
2022-2028 was also consulted. 
 

 Database of Irish Excavation Reports - The Database of Irish Excavation Reports contains 
summary accounts of all archaeological excavations carried out in Ireland (North and 
South) from the 1960s to present.  

 
 
2.2 Field Survey 
An inspection of the proposed development site was carried out by an archaeologist (Tony 
Cummins) and a built heritage specialist (John Cronin) in November 2021. A photographic record 
of the inspection was compiled, and extracts are presented in Appendix 1 to this report. 
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3. Context 
 
 
3.1 Legal and Planning Policy Context 
 
Archaeology 
The administration of national policy in relation to the Irish archaeological resource is the 
responsibility of the National Monuments Service which is currently based in the Department of 
Housing, Heritage and Local Government. The National Monuments Acts 1930 (as amended), the 
Heritage Act 1995 and relevant provisions of the National Cultural Institutions Act 1997 are the 
primary means of ensuring the satisfactory protection of the Irish archaeological resource. These 
include the designation of archaeological sites of national significance as National Monuments, 
the Register of Historic Monuments, the Sites and Monuments Record (SMR), the Record of 
Monuments and Places (RMP), and the placing of Preservation Orders and Temporary 
Preservation Orders on endangered sites. Section 12 (1) of the National Monuments 
(Amendment) Act, 1994 made provision for the establishment and maintenance of the RMP 
which comprises county-based lists of known monuments and relevant places with 
accompanying maps. All sites recorded on the RMP receive statutory protection under the 
National Monuments (Amendment) Act 1994 and the National Monuments Service must be 
provided two months advance notice of any works proposed at their locations.  
 
There are no recorded archaeological sites located within the proposed development site or its 
close environs. The only recorded example within the surrounding study area is an early medieval 
souterrain (CO074-064----) discovered in 1909 during road works on a section of the Blackrock 
Road which is located 390m to the south of the proposed development. 
 
The Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021 includes the following policies and objectives in 
relation to the protection of the archaeological resource within the city: 

Objective 9.4 Archaeological Heritage: Cork City Council will aim to protect, record and promote the rich 
archaeological heritage of the city 
 
Objective 9.5 Sites of Established Archaeological Interest: Cork City Council will protect and enhance the 
archaeological value of the sites (and their settings) listed in the Record of Monuments and Places (RMP). 
 
Objective 9.6 Newly Discovered Sites: Cork City Council will protect and preserve archaeological sites 
discovered since the publication of the Record of Monuments and Places (RMP) 
 
Objective 9.7 Preservation of archaeological remains in-situ: In accordance with national policy (and in 
the interests of sustainability) impacts on the buried archaeological environment should be avoided where 
possible. 
 
Objective 9.15 Surveys, Test Trenching and Monitoring: Archaeological surveys, test excavation and /or 
monitoring will be required for development proposals in areas of archaeological importance, if the 
application is likely to impact upon in-situ archaeological structures or deposits 
 
Objective 9.16 Large-scale Development (outside the boundaries of a RMP): Outside the Zone of 
Archaeological Potential of a RMP, where in the opinion of the City Council a development involves major 
ground disturbance; archaeological conditions may be applied particularly in the vicinity of known 
monuments. 
 
Objective 9.18 Industrial Archaeology: All development proposals for industrial buildings and sites of 
industrial archaeological importance must be accompanied by an archaeological assessment of the 
building(s) and their surrounding environment. Retention and/or incorporation of industrial buildings will 
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be encouraged. Where in exceptional circumstances demolition is permitted, a detailed building report will 
be required. 

 
The South Docks Local Area Plan (2008) includes the following section in relation to the mitigation 
measures for potential unrecorded elements of the archaeological resource within this area of the 
city: 
 

Section 4.7.2.3 Archaeological Monitoring 
The possibility that there was earlier human settlement within the South Docks area cannot be discounted. 
Archaeological monitoring is therefore required in areas where potential for impacts on archaeological 
deposits or material exists (particularly where development requires bulk excavation or dredging works at 
rivers edge). Monitoring activities shall be carried out by a licensed archaeologist and method statements 
for archaeological evaluation must be agreed with the City Council in advance of development. 

 
 
Architectural Heritage 
The Planning and Development Act 2000 requires Planning Authorities to maintain a ‘Record of 
Protected Structures’ of buildings and other structures that are of special architectural, historical, 
archaeological, artistic, cultural, scientific, social or technical interest. All structures listed for 
protection in current Development Plans, are designated Protected Structures and planning 
permission is required for any works to such structures that would affect their character. A 
protected structure also includes the lands and other structures within its curtilage. While the 
notion of curtilage is not defined by legislation, the Architectural Heritage Protection Guidelines 
for Local Authorities (Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 2011), describes it as the 
parcel of land immediately associated with a structure and which is (or was) in use for the 
purposes of the structure. The Planning and Development Act 2000 also provides for the inclusion 
of objectives for preserving the character of places, areas, groups of structures or townscapes of 
special interest designated as Architectural Conservation Areas. The National Inventory of 
Architectural Heritage (NIAH) is a non-statutory inventory established to record architectural 
heritage structures within the State and to advise local authorities in relation to structures of 
architectural heritage significance within their administrative areas. There are no Protected 
Structures or NIAH-listed structures located within the proposed development site, which is not 
located within an Architectural Conservation Area. 
 
The Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021 presents a variety of objectives intended to protect 
the architectural heritage resource within the city and these include the following: 
 

Objective 9.23 Record of Protected Structures (RPS): Cork City Council will maintain a Record of Protected 
Structures within the Cork City Development Plan, which shall include structures or parts of structures 
which are of special architectural, historical, archaeological, artistic, cultural, scientific, social or technical 
interest, and which it is an objective to protect. 
 
Objective 9.28 Protection of NIAH and other structures of built heritage interest: The City Council as 
planning authority aims to protect structures of built heritage interest.  
 
Objective 9.29 Architectural Conservation Areas: To seek to preserve and enhance the designated 
Architectural Conservation Areas in the City. 
 
Objective 9.34 Individual buildings of character in suburban areas/ villages: There will be a presumption 
against the demolition of buildings of Historic or Vernacular character in suburban areas/villages. 
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Objective 9.35 Elements of the Built Heritage: To ensure the protection of important elements of the built 
heritage and their settings as appropriate. 

 
The South Docks Local Area Plan (2008) includes the following relevant objectives (plan ref. SD 
35) in relation to the architectural heritage resource within this area of the city: 
 

Cork City Council will seek to conserve and protect buildings of architectural, historical, archaeological, 
artistic, cultural, scientific, technical and social interest in the South Docks in the following manner: 
 
Preservation of Protected Structures and sites of historical, architectural or artistic interest which 
contribute to the character of the South Docks; 
 
Ensure the context and setting of heritage structures and Protected Structures are fully considered in the 
assessment of new development proposals; 

 
 
3.2 Desktop Study 
 
Recorded Archaeological Sites 
There are no recorded archaeological sites located within the proposed development site and the 
only example within the surrounding 500m study area comprises an early medieval souterrain 
(CO074-064----) which was discovered in 1909 during ground works on Blackrock Road at a 
distance of 390m to the south of the proposed development (Figure 2).  
 
The Excavations Database does not list any licensed archaeological investigations within the 
proposed development but does contain descriptions of a number of investigations undertaken 
within the surrounding streetscape. These investigations did not reveal anything of 
archaeological significance and the following provides a summary of the results: 
 

 Archaeological monitoring of trench excavations associated with laying of ESB cables 
within the Marina area in 1996 uncovered no archaeological remains (Lane 1996) 

 Archaeological monitoring of the Cork Main Drainage Scheme works on Centre Park Road 
in 1999 recorded stratigraphy associated with 19th and 20th century layers of reclaimed 
deposits over natural riverine gravelly silts that did not yield any archaeological material 
(Ni Loingsigh 1999) 

 Archaeological monitoring of ground works in 2015 during the redevelopment of Páirc Uí 
Chaiomh to the east did not reveal anything of archaeological significance (Purcell 2015) 

 Archaeological test trenching in 2008 within the Cleve Hill House property along a section 
of the Blackrock Road to the south revealed nothing of archaeological significance (Hurley 
2008). 
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 Figure 2: Location of recorded archaeological monument within 500m of proposed 

development 
 
Designated Architectural Heritage Structures 
There are no Protected Structures or structures listed by the National Inventory of Architectural 
Heritage located within the proposed development site or its close environs. The nearest 
Protected Structure is Chiplee House (PS 513) which is located 240m to the south (Figure 3). The 
review of historic map sources (see below) did not reveal any potential curtilage features 
associated within any of the Protected Structures extending into the environs of the proposed 
development location. The proposed development site is not located within an Architectural 
Conservation Area (ACA) and is 280m outside the eastern boundary of the Former Ford Factory 
ACA. The NIAH also lists a number of Fords factory buildings within the study area and none of 
these are located within 250m of the proposed development site (Table 1).  

Table 1: Designated Architectural Structures within study area 

Protected 
Structure  

NIAH ref Name Distance from 
proposed 
development 

PS1135 20507198 Ford’s factory building 370m northwest 

PS1136 20507191 Shandon Boat Club 320m north 

PS513 20867017 Chiplee House 240m to south 

PS821 - Lindville House 320m to southeast 

- 20507200 Ford’s factory building 300m to northwest 

- 20507201 Ford’s factory building 280m to west 

- 20507202 Ford’s office building 250m to west 

- 20507203 Ford’s factory building 350m to west 
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Figure 3: Location of Protected Structures (yellow dots) and NIAH-listed buildings (blue dots) 

within 500m of the proposed development 
 
Historic Development of Area 
Prior to the extensive land reclamation works undertaken in recent centuries this area was 
formerly situated within the River Lee channel. While there are no recorded prehistoric sites 
within the study area, lands within the environs of rivers were a known focus of settlement and 
fishing activities within the Irish landscape since the earliest known settlement of the island 
during the Mesolithic period (7000–4000 BC). The proposed development site is located approx. 
2.1km to the east of the medieval core of Cork and is not depicted on the 16th and 17th century 
maps of the city at a time when it formed part of tidal slob lands within the River Lee channel 
likely adjacent to agricultural lands to the south. 
 
The reclamation and subsequent development of the area containing the proposed development 
site commenced with the construction of an 18th-century river wall which was initially known as 
the New Wall and was later renamed as the Navigation Wall. While the primary purpose of the 
river wall was to narrow and regularise the channel in the approaches to the city in order to 
improve navigation, it also facilitated the gradual reclamation of the marshes and river slob lands 
on the landward area to the south. The initial work began on its construction in 1763 within the 
environs of the area now occupied by City Hall and it was then extended across the river slob 
lands to the east. The wall included a gap in the area now occupied by Kennedy Quay which was 
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sited at the location of a southern channel which originally flowed along the area now occupied 
by Monaghan Road and was infilled by the early 19th century.  
 
Dredging of the river channel was carried out in conjunction with the construction of the 
Navigation Wall and the dredged deposits were systematically dumped onto the slob lands 
behind the Navigation Wall to initially create a walkway, which later became known as the 
Marina, and thereafter to reclaim the slob lands further to the south. The construction of the river 
wall and the adjacent embanked walkway resulted in a damming effect which meant that the slob 
lands to the south were no longer regularly covered by high tides although they still remained as 
poorly drained lands. The reclamation of the area continued during the early part of the 19th 
century, but it took a number of decades before the slob lands had been infilled sufficiently to 
support the growth of grass (Ó Drisceoil 2018, 219). 
 
The first edition 6-inch OS map (1830s-40s series) shows the location of the proposed 
development within an undeveloped area within the river slob lands and to the north of a number 
of residences along the north side of Blackrock Road (Figure 4). The presence of a small quay 
feature in the north end of the Chiplee property may be associated with an earlier period when 
the location could be accessed by small boat from the river, potentially during high tides. There 
are no traces of any features associated with the properties to the south shown within the 
proposed development site and the only feature of note within its environs is an embanked north-
south drain which was likely associated with the reclamation works that were ongoing at this 
time.  
 

 
Figure 4: Extract from 6-inch OS map showing location of proposed development (blue) 
 
The first major development within the reclaimed area occurred in 1850 when it formed part of 
the route of the newly opened Cork, Blackrock & Passage railway line. The railway project 
commenced construction in 1847 when the first sod was dug in the Blackrock area. The section 
of the line within the study area initially followed the riverbank into the city until 1873 when it 
was diverted at the Atlantic Pond to extend inland, and this diverted line is shown on the 25-inch 
edition OS map (1888-1913 series) which shows it extending within the area outside the 
southern end of the proposed development site (Figure 5). The 25-inch edition map also shows 
the Cork Park Racetrack was opened in the area in 1869 and a section of the east end extended 
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into the proposed development site. There are no associated structures shown within the 
proposed development site which is traversed by a section of road that extended through the 
racecourse and this route was later diverted to the north where it now is occupied by Centre Park 
Road. The only other features of note shown within the site are drainage channels likely created 
to channel ground water within the environs of the railway and racecourse.  
 

 
Figure 5: Extract from 25-inch OS map showing location of proposed development (blue) 
 
The racecourse was extensively re-developed during the early 20th century when its northern 
section became the site of the Fords tractor assembly plant which commenced construction in 
1917 and continued to expand during the following decades. The fortunes of the Fords factory, 
and other industrial centres opened in the City Park area in later decades, fluctuated during the 
as the 20th century progressed with alternating periods of decline and growth. While the Fords 
factory closed as a manufacturing plant in 1984 it still exists as a mixed commercial centre in the 
area to the west of the proposed development. The Cork Blackrock and Passage Railway was 
closed in 1932 and the tracks were removed thereafter. The Cassini edition OS map (1930-40s 
series) still shows the route of the railway line, but its disuse is attested to by the presence of new 
developments that impinge on its footprint, including the existing roadway outside the east end 
of the proposed site boundary which connects Centre Park and Monaghan Roads (Figure 6). The 
line of the railway continued to be largely preserved within the area as the 20th century 
progressed, and sections were developed as a public walkway in the 1970s. The Cassini edition 
map also shows little change to the area within the site boundary, which continued to be shown 
as an undeveloped plot of land, other than the addition of a drain within the north end.  
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Figure 6: Extract from Cassini edition OS map showing location of proposed development (blue) 
 
 
While the detail on a number of aerial images dating to the 1950s and 1960s demonstrates the 
extent of the development of the wider area during the first half of the 20th century, the proposed 
development site is still shown as a vacant area plot during these decades (Figures 7 and 8). The 
consulted aerial images from the mid-1990s onward all show the late 20th century structures 
constructed during the use of the site by the Cork Warehouse Company (Figure 9).   
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Figure 7: 1950s aerial image with general location of proposed development indicated in red 

(source: www.nli.ie) 
 

 
Figure 8: 1960s aerial image with general location of proposed development indicated in red 

(source: www.nli.ie) 
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Figure 9: Aerial image of Cork Warehouse Company site in mid-2010s (source: Bing maps) 

 
3.3 Site Inspection 
The proposed development site was inspected by an archaeologist (Tony Cummins) and a built 
heritage specialist (John Cronin) in November 2021. The property is bound with modern fencing 
and is accessed through a metal gateway on the eastern side. The modern warehouse structures 
within the proposed development site, which are shown extant on aerial images dating to recent 
decades, have since been subject to partial demolition although a number of sections of concrete 
walls and floor surfaces remain extant. No structures pre-dating the late 20th century 
development of the site were noted during the inspection and none of the remnant warehouse 
walls are deemed to be of any architectural heritage interest. The majority of the internal area of 
the site is now occupied by a level tarmac yard surface which has been colonised by areas of weed 
and bush growth and the intact nature of this surface demonstrates that the recent demolition 
works did not involve significant ground excavations within the site. The north side of the 
proposed development site contains an earth-cut drain measuring c.3m in width at top by c.2m 
in depth and it flanks the southern side of Centre Park Road. A drain in this area first appears on 
the 1930s Cassini edition OS map after the line of the Centre Park Road had been amended to 
follow its current route and the drain is, therefore, of likely 20th century date. No features of 
cultural heritage interest were noted during a visual inspection of the drain sections of which 
appeared to have been recently recut by machine. There were no surface traces of any potential 
unrecorded features associated with the former railway line noted within the green field area 
outside the southern end of the proposed development footprint. 
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4. Impact Assessment and Recommendations 
 
 
4.1 Impact Assessment  
There are no recorded archaeological sites located with the proposed development site and the 
only example within a study area extending for 500m from its boundary comprises an early 
medieval souterrain (CO074-064----) located 390m to the south. The proposed development is 
located 2.1km to the east of the medieval core of the city and it is not located within, or in the 
environs of, the Cork City Council’s zone of archaeological potential. It is, therefore, concluded 
that the proposed development will result in no predicted impacts on the known archaeological 
resource. While the archaeological potential of the location is considered to be low, the possibility 
for the presence of sub-surface archaeological features cannot be discounted and will require 
mitigation.  
 
There are no Protected Structures, or structures listed by the National Inventory of Architectural 
Heritage located within the proposed development site, and the nearest example is Chiplee House 
(PS 513) which is located 240m to the south. The site is not located within an Architectural 
Conservation Area (ACA) and the nearest example is the Former Ford Factory ACA which is 
located 280m to the northwest. In addition, no undesignated features or structures of 
architectural heritage interest were identified within the proposed development site during the 
assessment. It is, therefore, concluded that the proposed development will result in no predicted 
impacts on the architectural heritage resource and that no mitigation measures are required.  
 
 
4.2  Recommendation 
It is recommended archaeological monitoring of ground excavation works during the 
construction phase be carried out by a suitably qualified archaeologist licensed by the National 
Monument Service. This is in accordance with Section 4.7.2.3 (Archaeological Monitoring) of the 
South Docks Local Area Plan (2008). In the event that any archaeological remains are identified 
during the course of monitoring, they will be recorded and left to remain securely in situ while 
the National Monuments Service and Cork City Council are consulted to determine further 
appropriate mitigation measures, which may entail preservation in situ by avoidance or 
preservation in record by archaeological excavation. A report comprising a written and 
photographic record of the results of the archaeological monitoring will be compiled and 
submitted to the National Monuments Service and Cork City Council. 
 
It should be noted that this comprises a recommendation which may be subject to approval by the 
National Monuments Service and Cork City Council who may require ancillary or alternative 
mitigation measures. 
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Appendix 1: Photographic record 
 

 
Plate 1: View from east of tarmac yard surface within centre of site  

 

 
Plate 2: View of partially demolished warehouse in north end of site 
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Plate 3: View of extant southern wall of warehouse in north end of site  

 

 
Plate 4: View of extant northern wall of warehouse in northern end of site with drain in 

foreground 
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Plate 5: View of section of Centre Park Road to north of site 

 


